Abstract-In the article, the definition of an undirected multiple graph of any natural multiplicity is stated. There are edges of three types: ordinary edges, multiple edges, and multi-edges. Each edge of the last two types is the union of linked edges, which connect 2 or vertices, correspondingly. The linked edges should be used simultaneously. If a vertex is incident to a multiple edge, it can be also incident to other multiple edges and it can be the common ending vertex to linked edges of some multi-edge. If a vertex is the common end of a multi-edge, it cannot be the common end of any other multi-edge. Also, a class of the divisible multiple graphs is considered. The main peculiarity of them is a possibility to divide the graph into parts, which are adjusted on the linked edges and which have no common ordinary edges. Each part is an ordinary graph. The following terms are generalized: the degree of a vertex, connectedness of a graph, the path, the cycle, the weight of an edge, and the path length. The definition of a reachability set for the ordinary and multiple edges is stated. The adjacency property is defined for a pair of reachability sets. It is shown, that we can check the connectedness of a multiple graph with the polynomial algorithm based on the search for reachability sets and testing their adjacency. A criterion of the existence of a multiple path between two given vertices is considered. The shortest multiple path problem is stated. Then, we suggest an algorithm for finding the shortest path in a multiple graph. It uses Dijkstra's algorithm for finding the shortest paths in subgraphs, which correspond to different reachability sets.
INTRODUCTION
In the article, we will define a multiple graph of multiplicity and consider the shortest path problem for it. Multiple graphs have three types of edges: ordinary, multiple, and multi-edges. They are the generalization of ordinary graphs, in fact, the ordinary graph has multiplicity . Among the other known generalizations of graphs, we should mark multigraphs, hypergraphs (e.g., see [1, 2] ), and also metagraphs (see [3, 4] ) because these concepts are the nearest to ours. Indeed, like multigraphs, multiple graphs allow the presence of a number of edges between a pair of vertices (the set of such edges will be called a "multiple edge" hereinafter). But this number should be equal only to in the case of a multiple graph. Multiple graphs contain multi-edges which connect vertices. But unlike the hyperedges of a hypergraph, a multi-edge is a set of linked edges, which have one common end. Moreover, all edges may be used only in an adjusted manner. The concept of a multi-edge is near to the concept of the edge between the vertex and metavertex in a metagraph. At the same time, the metapath in a metagraph models the cause-effect relationships in some subject domain. Otherwise, the approach of defining the path in a multiple graph is essentially different: the multiple path should consist of exactly ordinary paths, which visit ordinary edges and also linked edges of multiple and multi-edges; in addition, all paths should be adjusted (equal) on multiple and multi-edges. That is why, a multiple graph cannot be considered as a special case of a metagraph.
Previously (see [5, 6] ), we have elaborated the generalization of the Ford-Fulkerson flow theory (see [7] ), which is called multiple networks and multiple flows. In articles [8] [9] [10] , multiple networks and flows are used to find the solution to the problem of integer balancing of a three-and four-dimensional matrix. The integer balancing problem is a special case of multi-index integer programming problems (e.g., see [11] [12] [13] ) and it is -complete (see [14] ). In [8] , it is shown that reducing the problem of integer 1 The article was translated by the author.
balancing of a three-dimensional matrix to the maximum multiple flow problem in a network of multiplicity 2 in most cases is more effective than applying standard methods of solving integer programming problems. Note, that the integer balancing problem has several applications in economics, management, and finance.
We should mention that multiple networks are a special case of the multiple graphs, which are considered in the present article, and the concept of the multiple path in a multiple graph is close to the concept of the generalized breakthrough route, which lies in the basis of algorithms of finding the maximum flow in a multiple network.
THE MULTIPLE GRAPH
In [5, 6] , the multiple network was defined and the maximum multiple flow problem was considered for such a network. Like the ordinary network is a special case of the ordinary graph, the multiple network is a special case of the multiple graph. Let us make some definitions. Definition 1. The multiple graph of any natural multiplicity is graph , whose vertices are connected by edges of three types:
(1) An ordinary edge ; denote the set of all ordinary edges by .
(2) A multiple edge between two vertices, which consists of equal linked edges; the linked edges of one multiple edge may be used only in an adjusted manner; denote the set of all multiple edges by .
(3) A linked edge between two vertices, which has one common end with other edges (only one end of any two linked edges is common); the set of edges linked by the common vertex will be called a multi-edge ; all linked edges of one multi-edge may be used only in an adjusted manner; denote the set of all multi-edges by . If a vertex is incident to the multiple edge, it can be incident to other multiple edges and it can also be the common end of some multi-edge.
If a vertex is the common end of some multi-edge, it cannot be the common end of another multi-edge. Definition 2. The multiple graph is oriented, if at least one ordinary, multiple, or multi-edge has a direction. The linked edges of one multiple or multi-edge must have the same direction.
In this article, we will consider only the undirected multiple graphs. Definition 3. The loop in a multiple graph is an ordinary or multiple edge of form where . Note, that loop is a multiple edge, if vertex is incident to some multiple edge or it is a common end of some multi-edge. Otherwise, loop is an ordinary edge. Definition 4. Degree is defined for any vertex as a number of the ordinary and linked edges, which are incident to .
So, each ordinary edge adds 1 to , each multiple edge adds to , and each multiedge adds to and 1 to all of . Definition 5. The leaf is a vertex incident to only one edge. Note, that the degree of a leaf is 1, if it is incident to an ordinary edge or it is the end of one linked edge of a multi-edge. If a leaf is incident to a multiple edge or is a common end of a multi-edge, its degree is .
Theorem 1.
The correctness of theorem 1 follows immediately from the definition of the vertex degree in a multiple graph.
Corollary 1. The number of vertices with odd degrees is even. Definition 6. The divisible multiple graph is a graph where there exists no path from one end of any multi-edge to another, which passes only through ordinary edges.
It is obvious, that deleting all multi-edges will partition the divisible graph into connected components (connectedness has the same meaning as for ordinary graphs). Each component will consist of only the ordinary edges or only the multiple edges. We can enumerate the linked edges of each multi-edge from 1 to in a way, where each component, which consists of ordinary edges, will be incident to linked edges with equal numbers from different multi-edges.
The divisible graph part ( ) is a subgraph, which contains linked edges with number from all multiple and multi-edges and also the connectedness components, which consist of ordinary edges and are incident to the th linked edges of all multi-edges.
Obviously, each part is an ordinary graph. The possibility to partition the graph into parts is a special property of divisible graphs. In a general case, it is impossible to obtain parts .
THE MULTIPLE PATH AND THE SHORTEST MULTIPLE PATH PROBLEM
Now, define multiple path. The basic difference from the path in an ordinary graph is that the linked edges of each multiple and multi-edge, which are included in such a path, should be visited in an adjusted order.
Definition 8.
is the multiple path from vertex to vertex in graph , if the following conditions are met:
, where , is a sequence of edges representing the ordinary (non-multiple) path from to , and each edge is an ordinary edge in graph or the th linked edge of a multiple or multi-edge. If there is no multiple or multi-edge in path , ∅.
(2) A vertex may be visited in more than once, if it is not the common end of a multi-edge and it is not incident to multiple edges, so may include some cycles.
(3) A vertex cannot be visited in twice, if it is incident to a multiple edge or it is the common end of a multi-edge.
(4) Any ordinary edge may be passed in more than once, the directions of different paths may be different.
(5) An ordinary edge from may be also included in any , .
(6) All are adjusted (equal) on the common part. It means, that if one linked edge of some multiple or multi-edge is included in some path , all other linked edges should be included in all , (one linked edge for each ). At the same time, the order of entry of all multiple and multi-edges should be equal for all ;. (7) If includes multi-edge , which is passed in the direction from the common end, it includes no other multi-edge , which is passed in the same direction. This condition is met for a pass to the common end, too. Definition 9. Multiple path is the multiple cycle, if and ∅.
In fact, condition 6 from definition 8 is the requirement of synchronous usage of linked edges (the corresponding linked edges should be traversed in parallel when moving along the multiple path). Such an approach to the definition of the multiple path is the most natural one. At the same time, conditions 2 and 4 allow the presence of cyclic segments in of a multiple path. But the union of such segments does not form a multiple cycle. The possibility to add these cycles to the path is reasonable even for the divisible multiple graphs, which can be shown by the following example. Example 1. Let there be multiplicity . Let the divisible graph have a structure shown at Fig. 1 (the bold lines denote multiple edges and the fork lines denote multi-edges).
It is easy to see that only one path can be found (the linked edges of the multiple edges are underlined once, while the linked edges of multi-edges are underlined twice): : only the path segment, which begins and ends in vertex z incident to ordinary edges, can be cyclic in a multiple sense. If we additionally require the minimality of the path, this segment will be obviously removed. The disablement of all variants of the multiple cycle inside the path (excluding the stated above) is also reasonable, because the possibility to add multiple cycles would significantly increase the number of operations for finding such a path.
Also note, that condition 5 from definition 8 is unnecessary in the case of a divisible graph, because each path will pass through its own part of the graph and parts have no common ordinary edges. No multiple cycle can appear inside the multiple path in a divisible graph for the same reason. Now, we can make a definition for connectedness of a multiple graph. Definition 10. Multiple graph is connected, if two conditions are met simultaneously: (1) Multiple path exists for any two vertices and , if each of them is incident to a multiple edge or is the common end of a multi-edge.
(2) It is impossible to select subgraph , which would contain only ordinary edges, and which would not be connected with subgraph by an ordinary edge or the linked edge of a multi-edge. In contrast with ordinary graphs, connectedness of a multiple graph does not mean that there exists a multiple path between each pair of vertices. In fact, just an ordinary (non-multiple) path should exist between each pair of vertices in a multiple graph. It may use the linked edges of multiple and multi-edges in an unadjusted manner. The existence of multiple paths is mandatory only for the pairs, where each vertex is incident to multiple edges or is the common end of a multi-edge. See the example. Example 2. Let there be the multiplicity . Let the graph have four vertices and two multi-edges (Fig. 2) .
The graph is obviously connected, but there exist no paths , , and , because they cannot be constructed in an adjusted manner relative to the linked edges.
In Section 3, we will consider the algorithm, which checks the multiple graph connectedness. Note, that definition 10 can be reformulated into a simpler form for the divisible multiple graph due to its structure. Definition 11. Multiple divisible graph is connected, if two conditions are met simultaneously: (1) Multiple path exists for any two vertices and , if each of them is incident to a multiple edge or is the common end of a multi-edge. Definition 12. Integer function , which is defined for each edge , is the length (weight) of an edge in multiple graph , if the following are true: (1) for all edges .
(2) If is a multiple or multi-edge, and , where are the linked edges of edge .
Then, the length of path is determined by formula It may be that ( ). So, each repeated inclusion of an ordinary edge into is counted in the sum. Problem 1. It is required to find the shortest multiple path from vertex to vertex in multiple graph . It is such a path that condition is met for any other path . The conditions of existence of a multiple path and the algorithm for problem 1 will be considered in Section 4.
THE REACHABILITY SETS AND MULTIPLE GRAPH CONNECTEDNESS
In this section, we will obtain the polynomial algorithm for the multiple graph connectedness check.
Definition 13. The multiple edges reachability set for some vertex is set of such vertices that there exists the path from to , which passes only through the multiple edges. Definition 14. The ordinary edges reachability set for some vertex is a set of such vertices that there exists the path from to , which passes only through the ordinary edges.
We will define sets only for vertices , which are incident to multiple edges or are the common ends of multi-edges. We will define sets only for vertices , which are incident to ordinary edges or are the ends of one linked edge of multi-edges.
Definition 15. Reachability sets and are adjacent, if multiple path exists for any and . It is obvious that the adjacency relation is reflective, symmetrical, and transitive. We will use the reachability sets and the adjacency property of these sets in the multiple graph connectedness check. It is easy to see that the following adjacency criterion will be true.
Theorem 2. The multiple graph is connected then and only then, when all
are adjacent in pairs and there exists a vertex in each , which is incident to one linked edge of some multi-edge. 3. For each edge , include vertex in , if it is unseen. 4. Vertex becomes seen. Go to step 2. Algorithm 2 (obtaining an ordinary edge reachability set for vertex ).
Similar to algorithm 1 but consider edges from . Algorithm 3 (the search for all pairs of adjacent multiple edge reachability sets).
1. Choose pair of multi-edges and from set .
2. If for all , include in the list of pairs of adjacent reachability sets. If there are unvisited pairs of multi-edges, go to step 1.
3. While it is possible, add new pairs of adjacent reachability sets to the list using the transitivity property. Algorithm 4 (checking multiple graph connectedness).
1. With algorithm 2, find all . If at least one of contains no vertex, which is incident to the linked edge of some multi-edge, the graph is unconnected, exit.
2. With algorithm 1, find all . After that, apply algorithm 3 to determine the pairs of adjacent reachability sets. If at least one pair is outside the list, the graph is unconnected, exit. 3. The graph is connected. Note, that all algorithms stated in this section are performed in polynomial time.
THE ALGORITHM FOR FINDING THE SHORTEST PATH IN A MULTIPLE GRAPH
Let us define the conditions of existence of a multiple path before we formulate the algorithm for finding the shortest path.
Theorem 3. A multiple path from vertex to vertex exists in multiple graph then and only then, when one of the following conditions is met: (1) .
(2) . (3) Each of vertices and is incident to multiple edges or is the common end of the linked edges of a multi-edge, , but and are adjacent. (4) Both vertices and are not incident to multiple edges and are not the common ends of the linked edges of multi-edges, , but there exist two multi-edges and in that and for all and is adjacent to . (5) is incident to multiple edges or is the common end of the linked edges of a multi-edge, and is not, but there exists multi-edge in that for all and is adjacent to . (6) is incident to multiple edges or is the common end of the linked edges of a multi-edge, and is not, but there exists multi-edge in that for all and is adjacent to . The correctness of the theorem follows immediately from the properties of the reachability sets and the adjacency relation.
It is noteworthy that the conditions from theorem 3 may be checked for any two vertices of the multiple graph in polynomial time with algorithms 1-3 from the previous section. Herewith, it is sufficient to check only the first three conditions from the theorem in the case of a divisible multiple graph, because the structure of such graphs makes the remaining conditions impossible. Now, let us formulate the algorithm for solving problem 1. In individual steps of our algorithm, we will use well-known Dijkstra's algorithm (see [15] ) to find the shortest segments of the path, which contain no multi-edges.
We will use the following data structures in the algorithm:
-Reachability sets and . -Current multiple path of length . -Set of candidate paths (paths under construction will be added to this set, if these paths pretend to be minimum at the finish; the set will be empty at the end of the algorithm).
is the set of disabled vertices for individual path under construction (following from the definition of a multiple path, vertices, which are incident to multiple edges or are the common ends of multiedges, cannot be used twice).
Algorithm 5 (search for the shortest multiple path from to ). 0. With algorithms 1-3, check the existence of a path from to . If true, set and go to step 1, if false, exit.
If
, find the shortest path , which goes only through vertices from set , with Dijkstra's algorithm (this path will contain only ordinary edges).
Store as path and set . If the graph is divisible, we have minimum path , exit.
, find the shortest path , which goes only through vertices from set , with Dijkstra's algorithm (this path will contain only multiple edges).
Store as path and set . 3. If is incident to multiple edges or is the common end of a multi-edge, go to step 4.
Otherwise, for each multi-edge , where all ( ), find the shortest paths , which go only through vertices from set , with Dijkstra's algorithm. If add multiple path segment to the set of candidate paths ( is some unique identifier in set ).
Link and set of disabled vertices ∅.
Go to step 5.
For each vertex
, which is the beginning of some multi-edge, find the shortest path , which goes only through vertices from set , with Dijkstra's algorithm (if , the path should have zero length). If where is the multi-edge, which begins in , add the shortest path segment to set of candidate paths ( is some unique identifier in set ).
Link and set of disabled vertices , which includes all vertices from path . 5. If set is empty, stored path of length is minimum, exit. 6. Fetch random path segment from set . If the last vertex of is incident to a multiple edge or is the common end of a multi-edge, go to step 7.
Otherwise, go to step 9.
7. Let be the last vertex in path . Consider set .
If , find the shortest path , which goes only through vertices from set , with Dijkstra's algorithm. If such a path exists and store the multiple path as and set . The number of operations in algorithm 4 can be decreased sufficiently, if some path between and is initially set. Also, after each renewal of and we may scan set and exclude paths from it, if length became greater than in the case where the last vertex of is the common end of a multiedge, or if length became greater than in the opposite case.
CONCLUSIONS
In the present article, we have introduced the concept of a multiple graph, which includes ordinary, multiple, and multi-edges. Herewith, we have generalized several terms applicable to ordinary graphs for the multiple graphs case (the degree of a vertex, connectedness, and path). Also, we have stated the problem of the shortest multiple path between two vertices.
Besides that, we have obtained the polynomial algorithm for the multiple graph connectedness check and the exponential algorithm for finding the shortest multiple path, which generalizes Dijkstra's algorithm. ers, 2000, pp. 1-11. 14. Roublev 
